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XXVIII. THE FLUTES 
 

Bach prescribed various types of flutes in his church works in Leipzig. This chapter examines 

which types of recorders (flauto), piccolo recorders (flauto piccolo) and transverse flutes (flauto 

traverso) he had in mind, who built and played these instruments and when and how Bach 

used flutes in his church works in Leipzig.  

 

1. What is known about the construction, characteristics, players and 

use of the recorder in Bach's cantatas and passions in Leipzig? 
 

 
Fig. 1. Cristofori Munari, Still Life (with a Recorder), 1707. 

Florence, Galleria degli Uffizi, no. 423. 

The recorder in Germany in the eighteenth-century 
In Germany the recorder was usually referred to by a foreign name (Flauto dolce, Flûte à bec or 

simply Flauto). Whereas seventeenth-century recorders often consisted of two parts, eight-

eenth-century recorders are predominantly three-part, to be played with the left hand up. 

Recorders have been preserved in a range of pitches. Imported instruments from France had 

a wide scaling, which resulted in a darker tone; their pitch varied from a1 = ca. 390-407 Hz 

(low chamber tone or slightly higher). Instruments built in Germany had a narrower scaling, 

and therefore a brighter timbre, but a weaker first octave. Leipzig recorders usually had a 
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pitch of a1 = 410 to 412 Hz (slightly below normal Kammerton). 1 A typical feature of the Ger-

man instruments was that the fourth hole (counting from the top) was wider than the fifth 

hole, which thus required a different set of fingerings. Hotteterre Le Romain mentioned in his 

book on the flutes and the oboe that, in order to make the f1 and g
1 easier to play, there 

were also recorders with a double lower hole (in France?). Contrary to his remark, however 

nearly all surviving instruments have single holes in the foot joint for the ring finger and lit-

tle finger. A,2 The range of good alto recorders was chromatic from f1 to a3. Playing the f3 and 

a3 was problematic (f3 did not respond well and was too high, a3 was too low). 

Authors from around 1700 (Johann Samuel Beyer, Martin Heinrich Fuhrmann, Jo-

hann Gottfried Walther) used the name Französische Flöte to distinguish the recorder from the 

German variant, the traverso. B Daniel Speer gave a fingering chart for the Quart-flöte (so-

prano or tenor recorder) in c1 or c2 in the 1697 edition of his Grund-richtiger Unterricht. Ac-

cording to him the range was two octaves. C In 1713 Johann Mattheson did not have many 

good words to say about the recorder and wondered whether it was really so easy to play. D 

Johann Philipp Eisel (1738) was more enthusiastic. However, many children were made to 

play the instrument - even then - to their sorrow, according to Eisel. E Like Speer, Walther de-

scribed the Quartflöte in 1732. He gave a range of c1 to c3. F Joseph Friederich Bernhard Caspar 

Majer provided a complete fingering chart in 1732, in which he wrote a tenor key at the top 

(for a tenor recorder in c1) and a French violin key at the bottom (g1 on the lower line, for an 

alto recorder in f1). The table contains fingerings for all chromatic tones from f1 to b3, includ-

ing f3. G Eisel also included a fingering chart in his treatise; it lists f1 -g3, without the f3. H By 

doing so he avoided the problematic tones f3 and a3. The similarity with Speer's table is 

striking. 

The recorders and recorder players in the two main churches in Leipzig 
Recorders were made in various sizes, but Bach's scores show that throughout his life he 

probably used only the treble (or alto) recorder in f1 in vocal church works (apart from a 

Flauto piccolo, see § 2). 3 This instrument consisted of three separate parts, usually made of 

boxwood or another indigenous wood type, and had eight holes, of which only the hole for 

the thumb was drilled at the bottom/back side (Fig. 1, 2). Well-known woodwind instrument 

makers in Leipzig in the first half of the 18e century were Johann Heinrich Eichentopf (Fig. 2), 

Johann Poerschmann and Johann Cornelius Sattler. 

                                                      
1 Guido Klemisch, 'Blockflöte', in Siegbert Rampe and Dominik Sackmann, Bachs Orchestermusik, Kas-

sel 2000, p. 278f. 
2 In the 20the century, new bore patterns were developed, in which the holes for these fingers were 

double. However, the bore developed by Arnold Dolmetsch led to different fingerings for a number of 

notes (e.g. b
1 and c2). In a later development, probably by Peter Harlan, the fifth hole was reduced in 

size, making the b
1 easier to realise ('German bore', with or without double holes), but affecting the 

purity of many other notes, except in the key of F.  
3 Manfred Ruëtz, 'Die Blockflöte in der Kirchenmusik Johann Sebastian Bachs', Musik und Kirche 7, 

1935, p. 112-120, 170-86. 
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Fig. 2. Johann Heinrich Eichentopf, Alto recorder, Leipzig ca. 1725, total length 49 cm. 

Germanisches Nationalmuseum Nürnberg, inv. no. MIR200. 

 

Wind instruments are not included in the inventories of the two main churches and the 

Thomasschule in Leipzig. 4 Bach's legacy did not include recorders either. All town musi-

cians must have been able to play the recorder and will have had recorders in their posses-

sion. One recorder ('flede') was mentioned in the estate of Johann Friedrich Caroli, and two 

recorders ('Fleut-doucen') in that of Christian Rother. 5 Students and Bach's son Johann Gott-

fried Bernhard were also able to also play the recorder. 6 Bach’s recorder parts were usually 

written in the oboists' parts (BWV 69.1/3, 46/6, 81/1, 122/3), but the much later parts of 'O 

Schmerz, hier zittert das gequälte Herz' BWV 244.2/19 (1737) were written in the violinists' 

parts. 7 

Recorder Parts in Bach's Cantatas and Passions in Leipzig 
In his scores and parts Bach usually called the recorder flauto, fiauto, flaute or fiaute, in plural 

flauti or fiauti, and he used the instrument from 1708 onwards in Mühlhausen (BWV 71 and 

106), but also in Weimar (BWV 152, 161, 182) and Leipzig. Whereas in Leipzig the recorder 

was still the only type of flute available for almost the entire first annual cycle of cantatas, 

Bach increasingly used the traverso from the second year onwards. After 1726, apart from 

repeat performances, he only used recorders in the late version of the Matthäus-Passion BWV 

244 (1737 and 1743): 

 

 

                                                      
4 Churches: e.g. Arnold Schering, Musikgeschichte Leipzigs, zweiter Band (1650 bis 1723), Leipzig 1926, 

p. 114; Dokumente GLT VIII/C20, p. 51f. 

School: Philipp Spitta, Johann Sebastian Bach, Band II, Leipzig2 1920, p. 774; Dokumente GLT IX/C2, p. 

237f. 
5 Hans-Joachim Schulze, 'Besitzstand und Vermögensverhätnisse von Leipziger Ratsmusikern zur Zeit 

Johann Sebastian Bachs', Beiträge zur Bachforschung 4, Leipzig 1985, p. 36, 39 

There is no wind instrument in Bach's own estate. Specificatio der Verlaßenschaft des am 28. July 1750 

seelig verstorbenen Herrn Johann Sebastian Bachs, [...]', BD II. Nr. 627, p. 492. 
6 Klemisch 2000, p. 279. Bach's third son Johann Gottfried Bernhard probably lived in Leipzig until 

1735. BD I, nr. 30, p. 80. 
7 Ulrich Prinz, Johann Sebastian Bach's Instrumentarium, Kassel 2005, p. 213. 
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First annual cycle (1723/24)  

 BWV 18 (re-performed), 25, 46, 65, 69.1, 81, 119, 182 (re-performed), 243.1 

Second annual cycle (1724/25) 

 BWV 122, 127, 175, 180, 249.1-5 

Third annual cycle (1725-1727) 

BWV 13, 39 (both 1726). 

1737 

 BWV 244.2/19 

(for the flauto piccolo see § 2) 

 

Bach's use of the recorder in his cantatas is very versatile: in trio, quartet and quintet settings, 

as an obligato instrument in recitatives, arias, choral fugues and chorales, and as a reinforce-

ment of instrumental or vocal parts, in more than fifty cases in the higher octave. 8 In Leipzig 

the recorder was generally used in pairs. Only in BWV 182 and 69.1 did Bach prescribe one 

flute, and in BWV 25, 122 and 175 three. Apart from the flauto piccolo (see § 2), recorder parts 

in cantatas composed in Leipzig are all intended for recorders in f1, which, like most instru-

ments, were in chamber tone. 

In Weimar, the recorders were of French origin, because of their tuning in low Kam-

merton, or at least French-oriented, with a fuller low register compared to instruments in 

Leipzig. The strings, however, played in Chorton, a minor third higher than the recorders. 

This is also evident in the authentic recorder parts from Weimar, which are scored a minor 

third higher than the strings. For example, the cantata Himmelskönig, sei willkommen BWV 182 

composed in Weimar is scored in G (Chorton), and the recorder part in B
1; a B

1 played on the 

recorder sounds like g1 (Chorton). This cantata was performed again in Leipzig in 1724, still in 

G, but now in Kammerton. So a g1 played on the Kammerton recorder also sounded like g1. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Komm, du süße Todesstunde BWV 161/1, score copy, beginning. 

 

The cantata Komm du süße Todesstunde BWV 161 was probably performed again in Leipzig in 

1725. 9 Only later copies of this cantata are known. Of the version from Weimar (probably 

                                                      
8 Ibid., p. 223. Detailed data are included in a table on p. 226f. 
9 Christine Blanken, 'Christoph Birkmanns Kantatenzyklus "GOtt-geiligte Sabbaths-Zehnden" von 

1728 und die Leipziger Kirchenmusik unter J.S. Bach in den Jahren 1724-1727', BJ 101, 2015, p. 13ff., 

especially p. 34.  

Most of the cantatas from Weimar were included in the first annual cycle in Leipzig, but BWV 161 was 

probably re-performed in 1725 as part of the third annual cycle. Incidentally, BWV 27 was performed 
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1716) a copy of the score, written around 1735, has survived. Here the recorder parts are also 

scored a third higher in the French violin key (fig. 3). The recorder parts in a copy of the Leip-

zig parts from the second half of the 18e century, written in the normal violin key, are based 

on Kammerton instruments and thus not transposed upwards as was done in Weimar. That is 

the reason why the recorder parts, originally written for instruments that sounded a semi-

tone lower than the other instruments, sometimes contain the note e1, which cannot be 

played on Kammerton instruments (Fig. 4). 

 

 
Fig. 4. BWV 161/1, copy of recorder part 2, beginning. 

 

The suggestion by Alfred Dürr to replace the recorders with traversos (recorded in the NBA 

as B-version) is based on these unplayable notes. However, such Umfangsunterschreitungen 

occur more often in transpositions with Bach; the instruments are still called Flauto, and not 

for example Flauto traverso. 10 Lenz Meierott suggests that Bach used - once? - recorders in d1, 

but then the flutists would have had to transpose. They were used to reading their parts as if 

the flute were in f or c. On a flute in d1 their notes sounded a minor third lower when read-

ing in f, and a whole tone higher when reading in c. 11 It is not known how the problem was 

solved in Leipzig ; moreover, the reliability of these parts is not guaranteed. Nowadays a 

tenor recorder in c1 is often used. 

 

 
Fig. 5. BWV 161/1, copy part violin 2, beginning. 

 

Recorder parts from Weimar were sometimes reinforced by violins at repeat performances in 

Leipzig. For BWV 182 this violin doubling did not take place in 1724, but only from 1728 on-

wards. 12 The violin doubling is evident from the violin parts in the set of parts for the perfor-

mance in question (fig. 5). 

In Gleich wie der Regen und Schnee BWV 18 it was only in Leipzig that recorders were 

added in the higher octave to the parts for the two highest violas. Here Bach chose to keep 

                                                      
in 1726 as part of the same annual cycle. Whether BWV 161 was also counted as part of this cycle in 

the distribution of Bach's estate is unknown. 
10 Helmuth Osthoff and Rufus Hallmark, Kritischer Bericht zu NBA I.23, Kassel 1984, p. 31; Alfred Dürr, 

Studien über die frühen Kantaten Johann Sebastian Bachs, Leipzig 1951, p. 26. 
11 Lenz Meierott, Die Geschichtliche Entwicklung der kleinen Flötentypen und ihre Verwendung in der Musik 

des 17. Und 18. Jahrhunderts, Tutzing 1974, p. 239f. 
12 Christoph Wolff and Peter Wollny, Kritischer Bericht zu NBA I.8.1-2, Kassel 1998, p. 123. 

As far as we know BWV 152 was not performed again in Leipzig. 
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the pitch (roughly) the same: instead of in the key of g (Chorton) in Weimar, in Leipzig the 

music was scored in a (Kammerton), also for the recorders. Here again, Umfangsunter-

schreitungen occur in the soprano aria; apparently the parts were copied from the viola parts, 

without taking into account the range of the recorder. Again, it is not known how Bach's re-

corder players solved this issue. 

In the Matthäus-Passion BWV 244.2/19 the recorder parts of 'O Schmerz' were written 

in 1737 in the parts of the first and second violinists. 13 As these recorder parts are also in-

cluded in the violin doublets, the flute parts were most likely played by two instruments to a 

part. Apart from this instance, this kind of doubling, is only known in the final chorale 'O 

großer Gott der Treu' BWV 46/6: the music is notated in both the separate Flauto and oboe 

parts.  

Bach's parts show that he used the entire chromatic range from f1 to a3, including the 

f3. The a3 appears in Leipzig only in the cantata BWV 18 composed in Weimar (version in a, 

flute 1, Sinfonia, measure 35). Recorder parts are always notated with the French violin key, 

i.e. with the g1 on the bottom line of the staff, with the exception of BWV 122/3 (only in the 

score) and in the Leipzig copy of the parts of BWV 182. 

 

 
Fig. 6. BWV 65/7, score, beginning. 

 

When a score has been preserved without the parts, it is not always clear beforehand 

whether the recorder players played an octave higher than noted. For instance, if the record-

ers played along with the violinists, this is often only indicated in the scores by remarks in 

the violin lines, but the parts sometimes show that the recorders had to play in the higher oc-

tave. Often there is no indication at all in the score that the recorders, whether or not in the 

higher octave, played along in the final chorale. When parts are missing it is not clear before-

hand whether they played at all (BWV 65 (fig. 7), 119, 180).  

 

                                                      
13 In the Frühfassung BWV 244.1 it seems to follow from the score that the flute parts were assigned to 

traversos, but Klaus Hofmann shows that Bach already took into account that notes below f1 on the 

alto recorder in f1 were not playable, and concludes that the assignment to traversos was a choice of 

the copyist Johann Christoph Farlau.  

Klaus Hofmann, "Die Frühfassung de Matthäus-Passion - ohne Blockföten?", BJ 106, 2020, p. 259f. 
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Fig. 7. Final chorale 'So sei nun, Seele, deine' BWV 13/6, score, beginning. No instrumentation noted. 

 

 
Fig. 8. BWV 13/6, part Flauto 1, beginning. The recorder plays in the higher octave. 

 

From similar cantatas, of which both score and parts survived, it appears that Bach in such 

cases always had the recorders play along, mostly in octaves (BWV 13, 25, 39, 127; figs. 7, 8). 

It may therefore be assumed that this was also the case for the three cantatas mentioned 

above. 14 

 

In his first year in Leipzig, Bach regularly wrote for recorders, but from the 

second year onwards, when traversos were introduced, he wrote for them far 

less frequently. Given the required range of f1 to g3 (in a cantata from Weimar 

once to a3) he always used alto recorders, usually in pairs. Apparently, the 

parts were mainly played by oboists, in the St. Matthew Passion by violin-

ists.  

Although scores do not usually show that recorders amplified the soprano 

parts in the final chorales, surviving parts of similar cantatas show that they 

did so, whether or not in the higher octave. 
 

 

 

                                                      
14 Prinz 2005, p. 220f. 
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2. What is known about the construction, characteristics, players and 

use of the flauto piccolo in Bach's cantatas and passions in Leipzig? 

The flauto piccolo in Germany in the eighteenth-century 
The alto recorder in f1 was the most widely used type of recorder, but, as mentioned before, 

instruments were built in many sizes. According to Peter Thalheimer every kind of recorder 

higher than f1 was called flauto piccolo in Germany, so also the instrument nowadays known 

as soprano recorder in c2. 15 The treatises by Beyer (1703) and Walther (1708) simply state that 

the flauto piccolo was a small recorder. Walther also mentioned a separate instrument, the 

flageolet, which possessed only 6 holes. I However, in 1732 he considered the flauto piccolo and 

the flageolet identical instruments, with a range of d1 -c3. J He also gave an overview of the 

playable tones. This list was - apart from the lowest tone - identical to the one for the re-

corder in c1; as it was a 'small ivory flute' it must have sounded an octave higher. F Eisel gave 

a fingering chart for the flageolet in 1738; there is no description. 16 

Flauti piccoli and their players in the two main churches in Leipzig 
Bach's flauti piccoli have not survived. Like the lower recorders, they were not mentioned in 

surveys of the instruments in the two main churches and the Thomasschule (see above in § 1). 

All town musicians are supposed to have played these small instruments. In the estate of 

Stadtpfeiffer Johann Christian Oschatz 'eine Picolo Fleuto' was mentioned in 1762, but Oschatz 

did not enter the service until 1738, and so cannot have played Bach's parts in 1724/25 (see 

below). 17 It is also possible that a student or perhaps a virtuoso pupil was asked by Bach to 

play the parts. 18 

The identification of Bach's Flauti piccoli and other details 

Bach prescribed a flauto piccolo only three times in a time span of roughly half a year, during 

the first performance of his second annual cycle of cantatas. For an identification of the in-

struments used by Bach, the music in question should be studied more closely. As Bach 

nearly always provided his parts for recorders and also for the flauto piccolo with the French 

violin key, only normal instruments with eight holes seem to qualify; in music for the flageo-

let this key was unusual; moreover, Bach's parts have notes that are too low for a flageolet. 19 

Below is a discussion about these parts for the instruments that Bach always indicated as 

Flauto piccolo or Fiauto piccolo. 

  

1. BWV 8.1/1, 4, (6), Liebster Gott, wenn werd ich sterben, 24 September 1724. 

The original part set from 1724 still exists. It shows that the opening chorus 

was performed in E (Kammerton). The part for Fiauto piccolo is notated with the 

normal violin key in D, but crossed out (fig. 8).  

 

                                                      
15 Peter Thalheimer, 'Der Flauto piccolo bei Johann Sebastian Bach', BJ 52, 1966, p. 140. 
16 Eisel 1738, beside p. 80. 
17 Schulze 1985, p. 37. 
18 Meierott 1974, p. 239. 
19 Thalheimer 1966, p. 143. 
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Fig. 8. BWV 8.1/1, version in E, part Fiauto Piccolo. 

 

The transposition one tone lower suggests that the instrument was built in 

Chorton. What kind of recorder could be meant here? Prinz thinks that the re-

corder was not played at the higher octave, and that the range (a1 -g
3) was 

only one whole tone higher than noted (g1 -f3). 20 However, in this way the 

part could have been performed on an alto recorder in f1-Chorton; a flauto pic-

colo would not have been necessary. Moreover, in the other two cantatas with 

flauto piccolo the instrument is meant to be played an octave higher, and it is 

obvious that this must also have been the case in BWV 8. A Chorton-instru-

ment in f2 (sopranino) would be suitable. 

At the top of the part is noted: NB. Anstatt deßen im beyliegendem Blatt. 

This additional sheet contains the part noted in E, but this is intended for a 

traverso (fig. 9).  

 

 
Fig. 9. BWV 8.1/1, version in E, added sheet for a Travers. 

 

Movement 4 is not crossed out in the part for flauto piccolo, and notated un-

transposed in A (e1 -a3). Presumably this part is also meant for the traverso. 

Improvements to the same part were made by another copyist, of whom 

Helmuth Osthoff, the publisher of the NBA score, suspects that he was a 

traverso player. 21 His improvements are e.g. aimed at avoiding the difficult 

playable tones f3 and g
3. Both in the original part and in the added sheet, the 

final chorale is lacking. The original score of the first version in E is lost. A 

copy from ca. 1755 has a traverso part which was not transposed up an octave 

(figs. 10, 11). The final chorale has no instrumentation indicated. 

 

 
Fig. 10. BWV 8.1/1, version in E, copy of score, staff traverso. 

 

                                                      
20 Prinz 2005, p. 241. g1 in bar 63, fis3 in bars 46-47. 
21 Osthoff and Hallmark 1984, p. 60. 
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Fig. 11. BWV 8.1/4, version in E, copy of the score, line traverso. 

 

In interpreting the manuscripts and the score, one can speculate about the rea-

son for this confusion. Osthoff, for instance, believes that the part was initially 

intended for flauto piccolo, but that its realisation proved too difficult, or that 

the player (due to illness?) was unavailable, and that the part was therefore 

assigned to the traverso player in the second instance. This decision would 

have been made before the scoring of part 4, hence only an insertion sheet for 

part 1 was needed. Nevertheless, new adaptations to part 4 were still neces-

sary, due to the very high position for a traverso. 22 Klaus Hoffmann suggests 

that Bach had initially written the part for a virtuoso traverso player, but that 

this player dropped out. As an emergency solution, Bach would have used a 

recorder player, but because he was not satisfied with the result, or because 

the traverso player was still available after all, he would have restored the 

original assignment to the traverso. 23 Both explanations have in common that 

the flauto piccolo would never have sounded in this cantata. For a repeat per-

formance in 1746/47 Bach transposed the entire cantata down a tone; the 

traverso part now contained the music of movements 1, 4 and 6 (fig. 12). A 

flauto piccolo was no longer involved. 

 

 
Fig. 12. BWV 8.2/1, version in D, Traversa part. 

 

2. BWV 96/1, Herr Christ, der einge Gottessohn, 8 October 1724.  

The opening chorus is notated in F major. The score does not mention the 

names of the instruments. The top line is written in the French violin key and 

is also in F; the part contains many notes below f1 (fig. 13).  

 

 
Fig. 13. BWV 96/1, score, top line, beginning. 

 

The parts have also been preserved. The top line in the score corresponds to 

the part for flauto piccolo. This part was to be played at the higher octave, and 

                                                      
22 Ibid., p. 76f. 
23 Klaus Hoffmann, 'Die rätselhaften Flötenstimmen des Bach-Schreibers Anonymus Vn. Drei Studien', 

in Ulrich Konrad c.s. (ed.), Musicalische Quellen - Quellen zur Musikgeschichte. Festschrift für Martin Stae-

helin zum 65. Geburtstag, Göttingen 2002, p. 247ff. 
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is untransposed. It must therefore have been intended for a recorder in f2 (Fig. 

14), nowadays called sopranino. 

   

 
Fig. 14. BWV 96/1, Flauto piccolo part, beginning. 

 

 In a reperformance in 1734, Bach apparently assigned the part to a violino pic-

colo, for which instrument he wrote a separate part, notated in d, sounding an 

octave lower than the flauto piccolo. 24 

 

3. BWV 103/1, 3, Ihr werdet weinen und heulen, 22 April 1725. 

  The situation for BWV 103 is similar to that for BWV 96. 

The score is once again not provided with the names of the instruments (Fig. 

15). 

 

 
Fig. 15. BWV 103/1, score, upper staff, beginning. 

 

  A part for flauto piccolo has also been preserved for this cantata (fig. 16). 

 

 
Fig. 16. BWV 103/1, flauto piccolo part, beginning. 

 

The opening chorus is notated in b minor, and the flauto-piccolo part with 

French violin key a minor third higher in d. Apparently a flute in d2 (flauto 

sexto) is meant here; possibly a soprano recorder in c2-Chorton. Movement 3 of 

the cantata is an alto aria for flauto piccolo and continuo; the flute part, like that 

of the opening chorus, is transposed up a minor third. A surviving part for Vi-

olino conc: ou Trav in normal violin key shows that Bach replaced the flauto pic-

colo in both parts with (or supplemented it with?) another instrument in 1731. 

                                                      
24 The aria no. 3 was already assigned to the traverso in 1724. In 1734 this aria was included in the part 

for violino piccolo, but crossed out again at a later stage. Apparently the traverso was reinstated in a 

subsequent performance in 1747, or possibly as early as 1734. 
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This part also contains the music to movements 5 (the aria 'Erhohlet euch') and 

6 (the final chorale). Part 5 can be played on a violin, but not on a traverso. 

 

Apparently Bach used a different instrument each time he prescribed the flauto piccolo: 1. in 

g2 (BWV 8), 2. in f2, i.e. an octave higher than an alto recorder (sopranino, flauto octavo, BWV 

96), and 3. in d2, (flauto sexto, BWV 103). The two latter formats were widespread in the sev-

enteenth and first half of the eighteenth century. 25 For the flauto sexto, a soprano recorder in 

c2-Chorton might have served, and for the flute in g2 a sopranino in f2-Chorton. 26 

All three cantatas were performed again later, and each time the flauto piccolo was re-

placed by a traverso or other instrument, which usually was not transposed up an octave. In 

the parts for flauto piccolo, the final chorale does not occur; in those for replacement instru-

ments it often does. So, unlike in cantatas in which the alto recorder is prescribed, the flauto 

piccolo may have been silent in the final chorales. 

 

Bach only prescribed the flauto piccolo twice; in a third cantata (BWV 8) he 

probably replaced the instrument before the first performance. Three differ-

ently sized flutes transposed up an octave were probably used as Bach's 

flauto piccolo: in f2, in d2 and in g2). In all cases Bach replaced these instru-

ments with a different one when the cantatas were re-performed. 
 

 

                                                      
25 Thalheimer 1966, p. 140. 
26 Ibid., p. 143f. 
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3. What is known about the construction, characteristics, players and 

use of the traverso in Bach's cantatas and passions in Leipzig? 
 

Fig. 17. André Bouys, Le compositeur Michel de La Barre dirigeant Marin Marais et les flûtistes ordinaires  

de la Chambre du roi, c. 1701. National Gallery, London.27 

The traverso in Germany in the eighteenth- century 
Traverso is the usual name for the type of flute played in the Baroque period. The term trans-

verse flute (Querflöte) is common in the German treatises, next to their French (Flûte 

traversière) and Italian (Flauto traverso) names; musicians and writers were used to noting as 

many foreign terms as possible for reasons of status. This habit has been adopted by the pre-

sent generation. Already far before 1600, simple traversos in various sizes were built and 

played in Europe, including in military ensembles. Consorts of traversos in different sizes 

were described by Michael Praetorius in 1619, among others. 28 The Renaissance flute usually 

consisted of one- or two-pieces, cylindrically bored and without a foot with a key. The devel-

opment from this to the three-part 'reverse' conical bore baroque traverso with a key around 

1660/1670 is probably mainly due to the Hotteterre family in France (Fig. 18). 29 

                                                      
27 The standing flutist would be Michel De la Barre, the unnamed flutists presumably Jacques 

Hotteterre 'Le Romain' and a member of the Hotteterre, Philibert or Descoteaux families, and the viol 

player as Antoine Forqueray. The music has been identified as a collection of trio sonatas by De la 

Barre. https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michel_de_La_Barre.  
28 Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum II, Wolffenbüttel 1719, Table IX (see also p. 35). 
29 A surviving traverso by Richard Haka from Amsterdam was probably also built around 1670 (Fig. 

19). 
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Fig. 18. Copy by Claire Soubeyran of a traverso by Jacques Hotteterre 'le Romain’ 

 

Fig. 19. Traverso by Richard Haka, c. 1670. Private collection. 

 

The bore was widest in the head joint with the 'Ansatz' (embouchure, round blowhole). In the 

six-hole ‘body’ (middle joint), the bore became narrower and narrower; this also applied to 

the foot joint, in which the single hole was fitted with a key, allowing a d
1 (e1) to be played. 

This method of drilling allowed the holes to be placed at more regular distances from each 

other. These innovations to the instrument are described by Jacques-Martin Hotteterre 'le Ro-

main' in his Principe de la flûte traversière, ou flûte d'Allemagne [...] in 1707; in France the 

traverso was also called Flûte Allemand. The Hotteterre family achieved a clear sound and a 

tone range of two and a half octaves. 30 But the flutes built in the first half of the eighteenth 

century in France, England, the Netherlands and Germany were very diverse in construc-

tion, pitch, timbre and intonation. One of the most famous flute makers in Germany was Ja-

cob Denner in Nürnberg. Leipzig was another centre for the construction of wooden wind 

instruments, with builders such as Johann Heinrich Eichentopf and Johann Poerschmann. 31 

The instruments were built, like the recorder, in such a way that in the root (funda-

mental position) they could be played with just intonation (see Chapter X); this did not mean 

equal temperament (but often even meantone tuning). Therefore a recorder in f1 could be 

played most purely in F, C and B flat, whereas a traverso in d1 was more suitable for music in 

D and G, and corresponding minor keys. In order to be able to play with just intonation at 

other pitches as well, an adapted middle joint could be used; according to Johann Joachim 

Quantz, since ca. 1722 the body could also be split into two parts; the upper body part could 

then be swapped. The oldest surviving four-part German flutes were probably built around 

1720. 32 French instruments were built in low Kammerton (a = 392 Hz) or slightly higher, Ger-

man instruments in normal Kammerton or slightly lower. German traversos, normally in d1, 

are made of various materials, among them mainly boxwood (Figs. 20, 21). An ivory flute by 

Denner has been preserved with two different foot joints: one in d1 and one in c1, both, with a 

key for the d
1. 

                                                      
30 Walter Kreyszig, 'Querföte. III. Geschichte der Querflöte', MGG 8, Kassel 1998, p. 1ff. 
31 John Solum, The early Flute, Oxford 1992, p. 34-49; Ardal Powell, The Flute, New haven and London 

2002, p. 68-87; on p. 74. 
32 A four-part flute by Jacob Denner is dated between 1715 and 1720: www.mdg.de/dennere.htm. 

See also Solum 1992, p. 41ff; Powell 2002, p. 80, and Johann Joachim Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung 

die Flöte traversiere zu spielen, Berlin 1752, p. 25f. 

https://www.mimo-international.com/mimo/image.ashx?q=http://www.mimo-international.com/media/CM/IMAGE/CMIM000033293.jpg&_ga=2.159963709.189910211.1576577411-995937943.1576577411
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Fig. 20. Traverso with split body. Georg Heinrich Scherer, Butzbach 1745. 

Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nürnberg, no. MIR 284. 

 

 
Fig. 21. Traverso with split body. Ivory. Johann Heinrich Eichentopf, Leipzig ca. 1730. 

Grassi Museum für Musikinstrumenten, Leipzig, no. 1244. 

  

Around 1700 the traverso was apparently not as widespread as the recorder in Germany: 

Speer (1697), Beyer (1703) and Fuhrmann (1706) did not discuss the instrument at all. Wal-

ther (1708) gave only an explanation of the Italian name: the Flauto traverso is a Quer-Flöte. 

Mattheson (1713) was the first to discuss the flute in more detail. K Walther went even further 

in 1732 by mentioning the number of holes too and the range from d1 to g3. He distinguished 

a German and a French variant; the latter had no ‘core’ (Kern) in the embouchure hole and 

was two notes higher. What Walther meant by a 'core' is unclear; the embouchure holes in 

both variants were round. L Eisel described a type with a single body in 1738. He also gave a 

fingering chart with all the chromatic tones from d1 to g3, with the exception of f3. According 

to Eisel, experienced players had to learn how to play 'Cadences', i.e. slide down from one 

tone to the next, and add a tremolo on that tone. M In 1732 Majer described the type with an 

extra key on the foot joint, so that tones down to c1 could be reached (the so-called c-foot). He 

also gave a fingering chart. Since this type, which was also described by Johann Joachim 

Quantz in 1752, 33 got little response in Germany and Bach did not use it in Leipzig, it will 

not be discussed further in this study. The use of the traverso in practice will often have been 

more complicated than described here, partly because the supply of different flutes and flut-

ists was so diverse that local solutions were often sought in a very pragmatic way. 

The traversos and their players in the two main churches in Leipzig 
Bach's parts show that the instrument was not used in the two main churches in Leipzig until 

1724. Flutes are not mentioned anywhere in the inventories of the churches. An invoice and 

inventory list from 1795 show that only then three flutes (Flöten) were purchased for the 

Thomasschule. Traversos were most likely owned by the players. In the first years after 1724 

the city musicians did not own flutes and could not yet play them. This may have changed in 

later years. For example, in the estate of Oschatz, Kunstgeiger from 1738 and Stadtpfeiffer 

from 1747 until his death in 1762, a Fleute Traversie is mentioned. 34 No flutes are mentioned 

in Bach's own estate. 35 Apparently, university students in particular were employed as flut-

ists. The name of Friedrich Gottlieb Wild is known from the early period; he may have 

                                                      
33 Majer 1732, p. 32; Quantz 1752, p. 28. See also Powell 2002, p. 81. 
34 Dokumente GLT XI/C39, 44, p. 566, 570f.; Schulze 1985, p. 37. 
35 Specificatio 1750, p. 492. 
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played the occasionally virtuoso parts in the years from April 1724 to 1727. N Another candi-

date from this period is Christoph Gottlob Wecker, who was also a student in Leipzig in 

April 1724, when Bach first used the flute (see below); Gottlob Wecker was also a member of 

Johann Gottlieb Görner's Collegium Musicum. In 1727 he received a testimonial from Bach, 

and in 1729 an appointment in Schweidnitz. 36 In later years the names of Johann Gottfried 

Bernhard Bach and Lorenz Christoph Mizler are known, 37 but also the city musician Carl 

Friedrich Pfaffe in 1745. 38 City musician Oschatz played the flute according to the familiar 

map of the Grosse Konzertgesellschaft 1746-1748 (see Chapter VIII, fig. 1.). Bach was acquainted 

with the virtuoso flautist Pierre-Gabriel Buffardin in Dresden, but there is no evidence that 

he ever played in a church service in Leipzig. 39 

 Bach asked his flutists in Leipzig to play notes from d1 to g3, which corresponds to the 

range mentioned by Walther, Eisel and Majer. According to them, the tones above e3 were 

only accessible to experienced players; apparently Bach considered his musicians as such. 

Tones lower than d1 (Umfangsunterschreitungen) only occur when the flutist played in unison 

with another instrument with a greater range. 40 

Traverso parts in Bach's cantatas and passions in Leipzig 
Bach indicated the instrument with names such as Traversa, Flauto traverso, (Flute) Traversiere 

and several similar variants (never Traverso). 41 Whereas recorder parts are nearly always 

written in a French violin key, traverso parts are written without exception in the normal vi-

olin key. 

In his first year of cantatas in Leipzig (first Sunday after Trinitatis 1723 - Trinitatis 

1724) recorders often appear, but no traversos, until April 1724. 42 It seems unlikely that Bach 

would have included recorders in the first version of the St John Passion on 7 April 1724. The 

score of 1739 makes no mention of flutes at all (fig. 22), not even in the aria Ich folge dir gleich-

fals. This part seems ideally suited to be played on a violin. 

 

                                                      
36 Johann Sebastian Bach, 'Brief an den Rat der Stadt Chemnitz', Leipzig 1727, BD I no. 18, p. 53; notes 

on p. 54. 
37 Prinz 2005, p. 259. That Wecker was a good flutist is shown in BJ 31, 1934, p. 93, n. 4, quoted in Rob-

ert Marshall, KB at NBA I/19, 1989, p. 183. 
38 Johann Sebastian Bach, Testimony for Carl Friedrich Pfaffe, BD I, no. 80, p. 147. 
39 Powell 2002, p. 78. 
40 Prinz 2005, pp. 254-257. 
41 Ibid., p. 245f. 
42 Flute parts in the first cycle: BWV 67, 172.2, 173.2 and 184.2. This and subsequent enumerations have 

been compiled with thanks to Prinz 2005, p. 260-273. 
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Fig. 22. St John Passion BWV 245.4/1, score, winds and strings, beginning. No traversos. 

 

The part of the score containing the aria 'Zerfliesse mein Herze' was copied in 1749 from an 

older version and corrected; here the flute is noted (even double; Fig. 23).  

 

 
Fig. 23. Aria 'Zerfliesse' BWV 245.4/35, score, beginning. 

 

The surviving flute parts, however, date from the second version (1725). The parts for the 

first version were largely lost, so it is uncertain which instruments are meant in both arias in 

the first version. The parts in both arias mentioned do not seem to have been composed pri-

marily for the flute: pure intonation in keys with many sharps and flats is reserved for very 

experienced players. Nevertheless, it is remarkable that in the score only movements 34 (ari-

oso 'Mein Herz') and 35 (aria 'Zerfliesse') call for due Trav., to be played in unison in the aria. 

It is conceivable that the possibility of having students play these parts on traversos only 

came to light shortly before the performance, after Bach had already written the aria for an-

other instrument. Indeed, just 9 days later Bach prescribed a traverso in cantata 67 (see be-

low). Christopher Addington gives arguments for the suggestion that Bach did not write 

most of his flute sonatas for a 'concert flute' in d1, but for an alto traverso in b or b, i.e. tuned 
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a minor or major third lower, which would simplify the playing of the parts in this aria con-

siderably. 43 However, the author of this study rejects Addington's theory with regard to the 

St John Passion; in general, other researchers did so accordingly. 44 

On 16 April 1724 Bach performed the cantata Hält im Gedächtnis Jesum Christ BWV 67. 

In the score there the flutist is only involved in movement 6, the aria 'Friede sei mit euch'. It 

seems certain that this was the first time a traverso had been included in a cantata. However, 

the surviving flute part, which may have been written later, also contains the music of move-

ments 1 and 4, and the music of movement 2 on a sheet added on a later date.  

At the end of the first annual cycle a traverso player performed again in the three 

Pentecostal cantatas 172.2, 173.2 and 184.2. BWV 172.2 is a cantata from Weimar (BWV 172.1); 

in the repeat performance Bach added the flute part. BWV 173.2 and 184.2 are parodies of 

secular congratulatory cantatas from Köthen (BWV 173.1 and 184.1), in which Bach probably 

prescribed traversos for the first time in his life. In Leipzig, on the other hand, he removed 

the flutes from the cantata BWV 194.3, also written in Cöthen (BWV 194.1), one week later. 

In the second cycle (1724-1725) Bach then used the traverso almost every week from 

the seventh to the eighteenth Sunday after Trinitatis, and then roughly every other week. 45 

From Advent onwards, the use of the traverso decreased quite suddenly. 46 In the third cycle 

(1725-1727) Bach only wrote for the traverso in eight works, possibly including the Matthäus-

Passion and the Oster-Oratorium. 47 The fourth or Picander cycle has survived so incompletely 

and unreliably that it is difficult to say anything meaningful about the use of the traverso. 48 

The reason for the sudden decline in interest in the traverso is unknown. In later repertoire, 

however, Bach repeatedly substituted other instruments for the traverso. 49 On the other 

hand, the opposite was also put into practice on a number of occasions. 50 For example, the 

flute in 'Handle nicht nach deinen Rechten' BWV 101/2 may have been replaced by a violin 

even before the first performance, perhaps because the part proved to be too difficult. 51 Bach 

                                                      
43 Christopher Addington, 'The Bach Flute', The Musical Quarterly, Vol. 71/3, 1985, p. 264-280. 

Addington appeals to Hotteterre for the way in which the alto flutist would have achieved transposi-

tion: by reading the part as if it were a French violin key with a different number of sharps or flats, the 

player could read directly from the part. Addington believes that he has found surviving alto traver-

sos in Germany and the Netherlands that are perfectly suited to Bach's flute parts. He is not talking 

about cantatas and passions, but it seems at first sight conceivable that Bach had such an alto flute in 

mind for the first time in Leipzig that he could use a flautist. In 'Zerfliesse', the part in f minor could 

be read in a minor on such an instrument: by reading in the French violin key and ignoring the four 

flats (only three noted), the flutist could read this part effortlessly.  
44 Addington's theory must be rejected as implausible in relation to the St John Passion. The immedi-

ately preceding arioso 'Mein Herz' starts in G (one cross) and ends in C (no signs). The flautist, how-

ever, would then start in B (five sharps) and end in E (four sharps). See also Ardal Powell and David 

Lasocki, 'Bach and the Flute: The Players, the Instruments, the Music', Early Music Vol. 23/1, 1995, p. 

9-29. 
45 BWV 107, 94, 101, 113, 78, 99, 8, 114, 10, 96, 180, 115, 26. 
46 BWV 123, 125, 245.2, 129. 
47 BWV 45, 102, 164, 55, 151, 244.1?, 249.4, 146. 
48 Of the eight surviving cantatas, three are with flute: BWV 197.1, 157.2, 145. 
49 BWV 82.1,2, 161, 234, 8.1,2, 67, 79, 103, 170, 249.4,5. 
50 BWV 96, 101, 102, 151, 194.1,2, 197.1,2, 244.1,2/19. 
51 Marshall 1989, p. 183. 
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also reinforced a part several times in later years by having a traverso play in unison or at the 

higher octave. 52 

Apparently traverso parts were always played by separate instrumentalists: they are 

never included in the part for another instrument, as would be expected if the parts were in-

tended for city musicians. Exceptions occur when Bach replaced a Flauto piccolo or zinc with 

a traverso; in that case both versions may have been included in the same part. 53 The name 

of the traverso was often missing from the scores; the fact that flutists were involved only be-

comes clear from the parts that were specifically written for this instrument. Bach often re-

quested only one traverso player, but also several times two. 54 He wrote for the flute in all 

kinds of settings: as an obligato instrument in arias, sometimes together with one or more 

other instruments, as an obligato instrument in recitatives and in choruses and chorales to 

reinforce other instrumental and vocal parts. In chorales, almost without exception traverso 

players played along with the soprano parts, even when more than one traverso was in-

volved, whether or not transposed up an octave (as in the Weihnachtsoratorium). Only in the 

two surviving passions did the flutes often reinforce the tenor part in the higher octave (not 

in the chorales), apparently in order to reinforce this part with a wind instrument, as he 

sometimes did in later cantatas by having a taille play along.  

 

 

The traversos in Bach's time usually consisted of three or four ‘joints’, had a 

conical bore, had d1 as the lowest tone, and a key to open the lowest hole for 

the d
1. Bach prescribed the instrument mainly for the first half of his second 

annual cantata cycle, requiring all chromatic tones from d1 to g3. In the first 

years in Leipzig the flute parts were probably played by university students. 

Bach used the traverso in all sorts of ways, mostly as an obligato instrument 

in arias and choruses. In addition, he often reinforced other instrumental parts 

unisono or at the higher octave with traversos. 
 

 

Rens Bijma, Version 21-11-2022 

Thanks to Sascha Mommertz, Gerdien Tanja, Anneke Boeke, Doretthe Janssens and Marten Root. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
52 BWV 97, 100, 110, 172.1,2, 181, 245.2,5/35, 8.1,2, 172.1,2/4. 
53 Flauto piccolo BWV 8.1, 96; cornett 101. In the latter case a flute part has been added for part 6 and an 

oboe part for part 7. 
54 BWV 11, 30.2, 34.1,2, 45, 79, 107, 110, 117, 123, 161, 164, 173.2, 184.2, 191, 192, 195.3, 232.4, 234, 243.2, 

243.2, 244.2 (x 2), 245.2-5, (247), 248.2. 
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A Hotteterre Le Romain, Principes de la Flute Traversiere, ou Flute d'Allemagne. De la Flute a Bec, ou Flute 

Douce, et du Hautbois, Amsterdam 1707, p. 37f. 

[…] je parleray du Fa Diézis ; il se fait en débouchant la moitié du huitiéme trou, sur les Flutes 

qui n’ont point ce trou doubles: mais sur celles qui l’ont, on débouche le plus eloigné des deux 

trous, ce qui ce fait on retirant de Doigt sans le lever. 
B Johann Samuel Beyer, Primae lineae musicae vocalis, Freyberg 1703, Appendix p. [4]  

Flutte douce, eine Französische Flöte. Flauto, eine gemeine Flöte. 

Martin Heinrich Fuhrmann, Musicalischer Trichter, Franckfurt an der Spree 1706, p. 92. 

6. Flauto, Flöte. Flaute douze, Französiche Flöte. Eine Flöthe klingt schlechtt als ein Solicinium 

vocale; wenn aber ein voll Chor Flöten bey einander / so höret man erst etwas kluges und liebli-

ches. 

Johann Gottfried Walther, Praecepta der Musicalischen Composition, [Weimar 1708], p. 122. 

Flauto, eine gemeine Flöte [...] 

Flutte douce (gall:) oder wie es andere schreiben Fletuse ist eine Französische Flöte, vom f1 bis 

ins f3, und g3, gehend. 
C Daniel Speer, Grund-richtiger [...] Unterricht, Ulm2 1797, p. 257. 

 
D Johann Mattheson, Das neu-eröffnetes Orchestre, Hamburg 1713, p. 271f. 

[Flutes douces, Ital. Flauti [...] 

Die Zunge thut wol das beste bey diesen Instrumenten, wenn sie sehr fertig und flexible ist / 

denn sie muß alle tohne marquiren. […] Ob nun gleich eine solche Flute douce das allerleich-

teste Instrument ist und scheinet / so fatiguiret es doch den Spieler so wol als den Zuhörer / 

wenn es sich zu lange hören läst. Denn dem ersten kostet eine Flöte vielmehr Wind als ein 

Basson, Hautbois, oder Traversiere; und der andere kann ihrer / wegen sanfften und kriechen-

den Eigenschafft leicht müde und überdrüßig werden. 
E Johann Philipp Eisel, Musicus autodidaktos, Erfurt 1738, p. 78ff. 

 Von der Fleute Douce. 

 1. Was ist dieses für ein Instrument? 

Eines der angenehmsten und modestesten unter allen Instrumenten, so geblasen werden. Von 

seiner übrigen Beschaffenheit ist unnöthig viel Worte zu verlieren, weil solche, an denen Kin-

dern in unsern gegenwärtigen Musicalischen Seculo bis zum Eckel bekannt ist. 

3. Wie viel hat sie Octaven? 

Ordentlich zwey, nemlich von f1 bis ins f3 wiewohl man auch höher hinauf steigen kann. 

4. [Bereik f1-g3, zonder fis3]. 

5. Was observiret man vor einen Clavem? 

Den Clavem G. entweder auf gewöhnliche Violinen-Art, oder nach der Französischen Manier, 

also daß das G. auf der unterste Linie stehet. Welche letztere Art am gebräuchlichsten ist. 
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F Johann Gottfried Walther, Musicalisches Lexicon, Leipzig 1732, p. 249. 

Flauto (ital.), Flûte (gall.) eine gemeine oder Quart-Flöte mit sieben Ober-Löchern, und einem 

Daumen-Loche; gehet vom c1 bis c3 durch diejenigen Tone, so Tab.XI.F.4 zu finden. 

 
 
G Joseph Friederich Bernhard Caspar Majer, Museum Musicorum, Schwäbisch Hall 1732, p. 29ff. finger-

ing chart from the Nürnberg edition 1741, p. 30f. 

 Grasping Table Recorder. Range f1 -b3, including fis3. 

Part 1: with covered thumb hole. 'bis hieher wird die Flöthe im Blasen mit subcilem Wind trac-

tiret'. 

 
Part 2: with half-covered thumbhole: 'Alhier aber wird auf diesen Flöthen das Daumen-Loch 

nur halb geöffnet / und etwas stärcker in dieselbige geblasen'. 
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As already mentioned, the f grip for the f3 on surviving instruments does not result in a pure 

tone. In practice this can only be achieved by covering the lower end of the flute with the up-

per leg when playing the g3. This is not feasible in virtuoso playing and therefore this grip falls 

outside the scope of the normal fingerings.  
H Eisel 1738, p. 78ff. 

  
I Beyer 1703, Appendix p. [4]:  

Flauto piccolo, eine kleine Flöte. 

Walther 1708, p. 122.  

Flauto piccolo, eine kleine Flöte. 

Flagolet, ist ein kleines Flötlein mit 4 Ober- und 2 Daumen-Löchern, gehet vom d1 biß ins c4. 

Flautino. 
J Walther 1732, p. 247. 
 Flautino, Flauto piccolo (Ital.), Petite Flûte (Gall.) ist eben was Flageolet.  
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Flageolet [...] sind kleine helffenbeinerne Pfeiffgen, [...] gehen von d1 bis ins c3, durch die Tab. 

XI.F.3. befindlichen Tone. 
K Mattheson 1713, p. 270f., § 11. 

[…] die Flute Allemande, oder Traversiere, Teutsche oder Quer-Flöte / welches einerley […] ist 

das Instrument, welches / verständigem Ausspruch nach / einer moderirten Menschen-Stimme 

(nicht aber eines bölckenden Küsters seiner) am allernähesten kommen will / und folglich / 

wenn es mit Jugement gespielet wird /hoch zu estimiren ist. Der Ansatz wird was difficiles ha-

ben / ehe man ihn erlanget; die Etendüe ist wie auf dem Hautbois, ausser dem c1. welches die 

Flute Allemande unten nicht hat. Die Tohne g. dur. a. dur. d. dur. e. moll. &c. favorisiren demsel-

ben Instrument insonderheit. […] 
L Walther 1732, p. 248. 

 Flauto traverso (ital.) Flûte Allemande oder d’Allemagne, traversière (gall.) tibia transversa (lat.) eine 

Queer-Flöte […], Teutsche Flöte […]. Es giebt deren zweyerley Gattungen: Fistula minor Hel-

vetica, die gemeine vor die Soldaten hat 6 Löcher; und gehet von d1 bis ins d3; die zweyte aber, 

die Musici zu excoliren pflegen, hat 7 Löcher, inclusive der meßingen Klappe, so durch eine 

Feder regiret wird, und gehet vom d1 bis ins g3, nach Cammer-Thon gerechnet, durch die Tab. 

XI. Fig. 5. [zie hieronder] angezeigte Tone. Die Flûte Allemande hat im Loche, wo der Ansatz ist 

einen Kern; die Flûte traversière aber hat keinen Kern, und gehet bis ins a3 b3. 

 
M Eisel 1738, p. 83f. 

 Von der Fleute traversière oder sogenannten Quer-Pfeiffe. [...] 

 Wird sie nicht auch eine teutsche Flöthe geheissen? Ja. […] 

Sie hat 2. Octaven, von dem grossen D. biß auf das einzelgestrichene, und noch drey Buchsta-

ben drüber vor [zie grepentabel]. 

Wenn aber ein Liebhaber dieses Instruments in allen recensirten Stücken sich so weit perfectio-

niret hat, was muß er noch lernen?  

Er muß alsdenn anfangen die Cadences zu erlernen, wobey sonderlich die Schwebung des 

Windes muß observiret werden. […] Eine Cadence ist nichts anders als eine Schleiffung ein 

gantzen Tones in einen andern gantzen, oder auch in einen halben, oder Semitonium, welche 

anfänget von dem höhern, und sich in dem niedrigen endiget. Ein deutliches Exempel davon 

ist in beygestzter Figur an denen beyden Noten E. und D. enthalten. Wobey zu mercken, daß 

bey D. ein Creutzgen stehet, dieses zeiget einen Vorschlag an, da die Flöthe in etwas tremu-

liret.  

 [See second table. A description of how to learn to tremulate follows]. [...] 
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In the above part of the table, the f3 is missing, not the fis3, as can be seen from the staff. Un-

derneath, f is printed erroneously; in the whole series the note name f is always omitted.  

Tremulieren: 

 
N Johann Sebastian Bach, 'Zeugnis für Friedrich Gottlob Wild', Leipzig 1727, BD I no. 57, p. 127. 

[…] daß wohlgedachter Mons: Wild in die vier Jahre so er auf hiesiger Vniversitaet gelebet sich 

allezeit fleißig und emsig erwießen, solchergestallt, daß er nicht allein unsere Kirchen Music 

durch seine wohlerlernte Flaute-traversiere und Clavecin zieren helffen, sondern […] 


